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-SRF  A Unique Facility for Future SRF Materials

Introducing SRF Cavity 
Technology

Modern Linear Particle Accelerator

(LINAC) using Superconducting RF (SRF)

cavity is the basis technology of many

modern accelerators. Current and future

linear colliders, light-source facilities, and

rare-isotope facilities for particle physics,

material science, medical, and nuclear

research relies heavily on this technology.

The main challenge is how to operate

SRF cavities at lower power dissipation

and higher RF field which allows particle

accelerators to operate at higher energy

and lower cost.

CONCLUSION

Fundamental SRF research deals at both engineering

aspect of SRF cavities and superconductivity at RF

frequency. Future SRF thin-film materials require accurate

characterization of Meissner state at the depth-resolved nm

scale and parallel magnetic field orientation. Beta-SRF

project is a worldwide unique facility designed to meet the

custom need of fundamental SRF material research.

Fundamental SRF Research

Research in SRF spans both macroscopic and

microscopic length scale. On the macroscopic

level, engineering design and control of SRF

cavities play a very important role in maximizing

its performance. Superconductivity, however,

depends on material and thermodynamic

properties at the micro- and even nano-scale.

Understanding how to maintain

superconducting Meissner state (complete

magnetic field expulsion) at higher RF field is the

core topic of fundamental SRF Research. The

phase diagram above can be characterized

accurately and locally using beta-detected NMR

technique such as muSR (muon spin

resonance). TRIUMF is one of a few facilities in

the world capable of this technique.

SRF cavity is capable of storing and transferring 

electromagnetic (RF) energy to the particle bunches at 

very high efficiency, allowing LINAC to operate at high 

power and high-energy (Source: tesla.desy.de)

Future SRF Materials

For the past decades, SRF cavities have been relying heavily

on Nb metal. Recent breakthrough has pushed Nb

performance close to its fundamental limit via SRF cavity

heat treatment and impurities doping.

Future SRF materials will move towards novel thin film and

multilayer superconductors capable of maintaining

Meissner state at higher field. Characterization of these

new system require depth resolved surface material probe at

high parallel magnetic field (to simulate magnetic field at SRF

cavity surface), as opposed to bulk probe of TRIUMF muSR

facility.

There are currently only one facility in the world suitable

which is LE-muSR at PSI (Paul Scherrer Inst,), Switzerland,

but only at low field. Beta-SRF project is a customized beta-

NMR facility for SRF materials using Li-8 radioactive beam

capable of meeting both requirements: nm-scale depth

resolved at high-parallel field (up to 200 mT).
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Different superconducting state of type-II 

superconductors (e.g. Nb) at different temperatures and 

magnetic field. Best operating regime for SRF cavities is 

in Meissner state. 
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Increasing UCx Target Availability at TRIUMF: Production Ramp-Up For ARIEL Era

Background

ARIEL is under construction at TRIUMF. ARIEL
will provide two ISOL target stations in addition
to the two that are currently operated. Once
ARIEL is fully operational an estimated 9000
RIB hours per year will be available to
experimental users. To meet the demands of
the ARIEL era, a fourfold increase in target
material production is required. Additionally, a
target material research and development
program is proceeding to optimize the target
materials for the new ARIEL target stations.
This year, tests have been performed using a
modified methodology to accelerate the current
uranium carbide target material production.
The new target material has been
characterized and it will be tested on-line at the
end of this year.

 The obtained UCX material exhibits similar 
structural characteristics as the UCX

produced with the conventional, two-step 
method. 

 The one-step UCX production method: 

• accelerates the process by 90%, 

• reduces the required manpower and 

• infrastructural resources, and 

• is sustainable for the increased UCX
demands in ARIEL era.

Conclusions

 Assessing the target online performance.

 Improving the graphite insert geometry and
purity to optimize target loading and
operation cleanness.

 Testing reducing the particle size of the
target precursors, graphite and UO2, to
improve isotope diffusion.

 Development of UCx pellets for the new
ARIEL target stations.

Next steps
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Fig. 1 Material build-up from 
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Schematic of the TRIUMF resonance ionization laser ion source / target ion source system. 

Resonance Ionization Laser Ion Source – pure radioactive ion beams & in-source laser spectroscopy

IG-LIS on-line operation – Mg beams

• Resonant laser excitation – ionization with elemental 
selectivity

• Efficient excitation schemes generally exist for every 
element

• Atomic spectra incomplete – development often 
necessary

Elements delivered with the TRIUMF RILIS (status 08/2018) using Ti:Sa laser based
resonance ionization. Laser ionized U is used as a pilot beam for mass separator
and beam-line tuning with the ion guide-laser ion source (IG-LIS).
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Motivation: isobar-free rare 
isotope beams
In-source laser spectroscopy developments aim to
drastically increase the resonant laser ionization
efficiency by finding auto-ionizing (AI) states
suitable for laser resonance ionization. Isotope
separator on-line (ISOL) facilities such as the
isotope separator and accelerator (ISAC) at
TRIUMF produce exotic radio-isotopes for
experiments on nuclear structure, astrophysical
processes and material sciences. On-line isotope
separator facilities are ideally suited for
fundamental research on nuclear structure and
atomic energy levels of rare isotopes of radioactive
elements. The TRIUMF resonance ionization laser
ion source (TRILIS) is an efficient tool to provide
pure ion beams, using the element selective
resonance ionization process. For laser ionization
scheme development and ion source tests, an off-
line test stand was built in parallel to the on-line
laser ion source operation, in order to service
nuclear physics experiments more efficiently.

Method

SUMMARY
Today hot cavity RILIS – resonant ionization laser ion sources provide
a multitude of radioactive ion beams to users. High ionization
efficiency & element selective ionization characterize RILIS. However,
in hot cavity RILIS there still remains isobaric contamination in the
extracted beam from surface ionized species. In the recent ion guide-
laser ion source, the hot isotope production region is de-coupled
from the laser ionization volume. Separating isotope production and
ionization region, and selective extraction of the laser ionized species
must be optimized to achieve RIB of unprecedented purity together
with high intensity.

On-line laser beam transport
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Typical phase and reflected power measurement versus 

frequency deviation

Novel Scheme to Tune the Resonance Frequency of RF Cavities through Sliding Mode 

Extremum Seeking of Reflected Power Component 

Abstract

Typically operational RF cavities are frequency tuned through a

phase comparison technique. As the phase measurement is subject

to temperature variation, temperature related measurement errors

render this technique labor and time intensive. To reduce human

oversight and increase accuracy, a sliding mode extremum seeking

algorithm was developed, tested and commissioned in several of

TRIUMF’s room temperature cavities. This algorithm searches for

the minimum reflected power point which corresponds to the optimal

operation point. The temperature influence on the reflected power

component is negligible, yielding a higher accuracy and reducing

human intervention significantly.

Hardware implementation

A four axis motion controller (DMC-2143, Galil Motion

Control, Inc, Rocklin, CA, USA) is used as controller board.

The control algorithm is implemented on the 32-bit processor

embedded in the motion controller. The program is written

using the DMC Smart Terminal software in the specific Galil

command language. The motor driver output from the

controller is directly connected to the stepper motor of the

individual DTL tanks (see picture TRIUMF’s DTL tank 4). The

motor setup consists of a stepper motor and a lead screw,

which translates the rotational movement into a linear

displacement of the tuner plate inside the cavity.

Summary/Conclusions

This paper introduced a control scheme for resonance

frequency tuning solely depending on the reversed power

component of the cavity. The temperature dependent phase

measurement and the accompanied problems during start up

are eliminated. This alone reduces the manual required work

tremendously. In addition, the system outreaches the

conventional tuning system in terms of controllable bandwidth

and accuracy. To further reduce human oversight, the system

will be commissioned in further room temperature cavities at

TRIUMF’s ISAC 1 facility.

Conventional ‘phase’

versus ‘reflected power’

tuning

§ Linear function within the 

bandwidth, allows classical 

tuning methods 

§ Temperature affects tuning 

accuracy

§ Manual adjustment required

§ Nonlinear function, requires 

nonlinear tuning methods

§ No temperature influence

§ Human oversight not required

Block diagram Simulation results TRIUMF’s DTL tank 4

RF heating effect

Sliding mode tuning results

Diurnal temperature variation

Phase tuning results

Diurnal temperature variation



Experimental conditions: static magnetic field 
Bext = 500G, electric field of 40 kV/cm, change 
polarity with 1Hz

Observation:
•change in the effective B-field seen by the 
tunneling muon in response to E-field: measured 
B-field is enhanced / reduced depending on E-
field direction:
ΔB = B(E↓) − B(E↑) ≠ 0
• ΔB changes sign when AFM domain is reversed

Interpretation: E-field biased Boltzmann-
distribution of muon sites leads to an incomplete 
cancellation of the internal B-fields for the 
diffusing muon

• antiferromagentic order below TN=307K

• linear magneto-electric: Pi=αij Hj and μ0Mi=αjiEj

• two 180° domains possible (see below)

Local magneto-electric response of Cr2O3 investigated with spin polarized muons

Summary
Spin polarized muons are established as a
sensitive probe of the local magnetic field in a
magnetoelectric material

Three distinct muon stopping sites with
different temperature behavior are observed

Above 200K, rapid local hopping between
electrostatically equivalent sites causes the
internal magnetic field to average out

Muons in this site experience a change in the 
local magnetic field in response to an electric 
field; the sign of which is changed upon 
domain reversal

Martin H. Dehn1, Donald J. Arseneau2, Sarah R. Dunsiger2, Bassam Hitti2, Stefan Holenstein3, Michael Fechner6, Hubertus Luetkens4, W A. MacFarlane5, Ryan 
M. L. McFadden5, Quintin N. Meier6, Gerald D. Morris2, Zaher Salman4, Nicola Spaldin6, Robert F. Kiefl1
(1) UBC Physics and QMI (2) TRIUMF (3) Universität Zürich (4) PSI (5) UBC Chemistry (6) ETH Zürich 

Muon Spin Rotation

Electric Field Effect

The prototypical linear magneto-electric 
(ME) antiferromagnet Cr2O3 has seen a 
recent surge in interest, driven both by 
advances in device applications, and by the 
prediction that a test charge inside a ME 
will produce a monopolar magnetic field 
distribution around the charge. This charge 
is expected to be subject of a magnetic 
force in applied magnetic fields. Muon spin 
rotation is a unique and novel way to test 
such predictions since the spin polarized 
muon may act both as a test charge and a 
sensitive probe of the local magnetic field. 
Furthermore, the muon, a light interstitial,
probes the local ME response, enabling 
the investigation of magnetoelectricity on
a microscopic level.

Spin polarized, positively charged muons μ+

are implanted into sample

Muon lifetime τ=2.2 μs: anisotropic emission of 
the decay positrons allows to observe muon 
spin polarization as function of time

Stopping sites in crystal
lattice well defined, several 
different sites possible

Spin 1/2: spin precession in
magnetic fields, which can be
used as a direct measure of internal fields at 
muon stopping site

Cr2O3 - basic properties

Fourier transform of a zero-field μSR taken at 5K

Zero field precession frequencies vs. temperature

A B

Difference in observed internal B-field for both E-field polarities: 
ΔB = B(E↓) − B(E↑), for two domain states, A (↑↓↑↓) and B (↓↑↓↑)

Proposed S3 stopping sites. Local hopping between the nearby 
sites, leading to a cancellation of the internal B-field

Schematic representation of the E-field induced change in the 
potential landscape, leading to an imbalance in site occupation

[1] D. I. Khomskii, Nature Communications 5, 4793 (2014)

Fig. from [1]



Investigation of H atom and free radical behavior in clathrate hydrates of organic molecules
Mina Mozafari1, Lalangi Chandrasena1, Iain McKenzie1,2, Kerim Samedov3, and Paul Percival1,2
1 Department of Chemistry, Simon Fraser University; 2 TRIUMF; 3 Department of Chemistry, University of British Columbia

SUMMARY
Muonium and muoniated free radicals can be
detected and characterized as guests in the
cavities of clathrate hydrates. By studying their
signals as a function of temperature we can
determine the characteristic temperature for
transport of Mu between cavities.

Clathrate Hydrates
Clathrate hydrates (or gas hydrates) are
crystalline inclusion compounds, which are
composed of hydrogen-bonded water
molecules acting as host molecules to encage
small guest molecules. Natural gas hydrates
are a valuable energy resource, exceeding by
a factor of two all other petroleum and natural
gas reserves. However, other potential
applications exist. In particular, their large
storage capacity makes them attractive media
for a variety of gas storage and separation
applications. For example, the sequestration
of CO2 as clathrates in shale could result in
replacement of CH4 with CO2, so that the fuel
released is truly carbon-neutral.

Atom Transport in Clathrate
Hydrates
It is necessary to understand the transport of
guest molecules through the clathrate
structure in order to assess the practicality of
storage, extraction or replacement of gases.
Inter-cage transition energies have been
calculated for the migration of H2, CO2 and
CH4 but the results must be tested with
experimental data. Fundamental study is best
done with single-atom transport, ideally one
which can be readily monitored via a spin
label: Muonium!

Abstract
Muon spin spectroscopy (µSR) has been
used to investigate the behaviour of
muonium and muoniated free radicals
encapsulated in nano-sized cavities in
clathrate hydrate crystals.
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Fig. 4 The µLCR signal of (CD3)2C-OMu increases when Mu diffuses 
into a neighbouring cage where it reacts with  deuterated acetone 
to form more radical.
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µSR of Muonium and Radicals in 
Clathrate Hydrates
Mu is long-lived in clathrate hydrates with guest
molecules which are unreactive (fig. 1), but adds
quickly to unsaturated guest molecules such as
dihydrofuran (fig.2). Muon spin rotation (TF-µSR)
reveals the muon hyperfine constant (hfc) and
avoided level-crossing resonance (µLCR) provides
the means to determine the hfcs of other spin-
active nuclei (fig. 3).
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Fig. 2 TFµSR spectrum at 14.5 kG, showing that two 
distinct radicals are formed when Mu reacts with 2,3-
dihydrofuran in the clathrate hydrate at -10°C.

Fig. 1 TFµSR spectrum at 100 G, showing the signal of 
muonium in tetrahydrofuran clathrate hydrate at -10°C.

Fig. 3 Part of the µLCR spectrum obtained from 2,3-dihydrofuran 
in the clathrate hydrate at -10°C. In all eight resonances were 
recorded from the two radicals.
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Fig. 1 Temperature versus hole doping phase
diagram of YB2C3Oy from L. Zhao, Nature Physics 13,
250254 (2017).

Fig. 2 a) The Bi2212 crystal structure, b) Temperature dependence of the ZF-µSR relaxation rate for Tc = 55 K (grey) and Tc =
70 K (blue) overdoped Bi2212 samples, c) Temperature vs. hole doping phase diagram illustrating the hole doping
dependence of the ZF-µSR relaxation rate at several different temperatures, d) Temperature dependence of the µ+-Knight
shift in overdoped Bi2212 samples, e) Doping dependence of the µ+-Knight shift.

Using spin polarized muons to probe the pseudogap phase of Bi2+xSr2-xCaCu2O8+δ (Bi2212)

The Pseudogap Phase of High-
Temperature Cuprate
Superconductors
The origin of the mysterious pseudogap
(PG) phase in high-temperature cuprate
superconductors and its relationship with
superconductivity remains unclear and
controversial. Several prominent theories
predict that the PG order parameter has a
magnetic origin. Muon spin
rotation/relaxation (µSR) spectroscopy
provides a unique local magnetic probe of
materials that can be applied to sensitive
searches for magnetism associated with
the PG phase.

Evolution of µSR Signal with Hole 
Doping & Tc
Our ZF-μSR experiments on Bi2212 detect
quasi-static magnetism of unknown electronic
origin persisting well above Tc in the PG regime.
The resulting ZF relaxation rate tracks the PG
onset temperature T* , which decreases with
increased hole doping (Fig. 2c). In a Tc = 55 K
sample we observe the apparent onset of the
magnetism at a temperature below the
occurrence of muon diffusion (Fig. 2b). The µ+-
Knight shift above Tc exhibits a plateau up to a
temperature that appears to scale with T* (Figs.
2d/e). The origin of the increase in the µ+-Knight
shift at higher temperatures is an open question.

Conclusion and Outlook
Our results indicate the presence of quasi-
static magnetism in Bi2212 due to a PG order
parameter of magnetic origin or some other
order parameter with an energy scale that
tracks the PG temperature T* . Whether these
results support any of the aforementioned
theories is an ongoing discussion. To help
identify the source(s) of the quasi-static
magnetism and the anomalous behaviour of the
µ+-Knight shift above Tc , similar μSR studies of
other high-Tc superconducting cuprate families
in the overdoped regime are envisioned.

High-Tc Cuprate Superconductors
These materials have a layered crystal structure
consisting of CuO2 planes separated by charge
reservoir layers (Fig. 2a). The undoped materials are
antiferromagnetic Mott-insulators. Superconductivity
emerges with charge doping, and in Bi2212, the
superconincreasedducting transition temperature (Tc)
exceeds the boiling point of liquid nitrogen (77 K).

Muon Spin Relaxation (μSR) 
Utilizing the positive muon (μ+), the μSR method is a
sensitive local probe of static and dynamic
magnetism in matter. By monitoring the time
evolution of the muon spin polarization of an
implanted muon ensemble through the detection of
decay positrons, one can gain unique information
about the local magnetic environment in a material.

Zero-Field (ZF) and Transverse-Field 
(TF) μSR Experiments
§ ZF-μSR search for magnetism in the PG phase.

Polarized neutron diffraction experiments have
detected an unusual intra-unit cell (IUC) magnetic
order in the PG phase of various cuprate families.
However, the magnetic order has yet to be
observed by other techniques. We have applied
ZF-μSR in a search for potential PG magnetism.

§ High TF-μSR μ+-Knight shift – This kind of μSR
experiment is potentially sensitive to the change in
the Pauli paramagnetic susceptibility that occurs
with the onset of the PG phase, and may also be
sensitive to a diamagnetic susceptibility
associated with superconducting fluctuations
above Tc.

a) b) c)

d) e)
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Beta detected Nuclear Magnetic Resonance of Thin Films and Heterostructures of Correlated Materials

Towards Orbital Engineering: 
Correlated Transition Metal Oxides (TMOs)
With the increased demand for materials with novel
properties, the knowledge of the interplay between
electronic structure and other physical properties is being
exploited to design complex materials with tailored
physical and electronic properties. The transition metal
oxides have attracted widespread attention due to the wide
variety of structural, electronic, magnetic and optical
properties that they can exhibit. Due to this interest and the
increased research in the area the growth of high quality
epitaxial TMO heterostructures has been achieved.
However as the heterostructures become more complex it
is more difficult to characterize their electronic properties.
Beta detected nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy
has the advantage of being a local probe of electronic
structure with the capabilities of depth resolution. However
before undertaking complex heterostructures it is important
to understand the bulk materials.

Future Work
The next questions we are looking to 
address using 8Li β-NMR are:
How does the metallic state of LaNiO3

evolve towards the insulating state in thin 
films and heterostructures?

Rare Earth Nickelates (RNO3)
The rare earth nickelates are an excellent candidate
material for orbital engineering since their phase diagram
shows a variety of different electronic properties as the rare
earth cation is varied. This indicates that the electronic
properties are coupled quite closely to the Perovskite
structure, and in particular to changes in the NiO6

octahedra.
A paper from Chaloupka and Khaliullin proposed using
orbital engineering to make LaNiO3/LaAlO3

heterostructures superconducting due to the similarity
between the NiO2 planes and the CuO2 planes in the high-
Tc cuprates. The main difference would be that the Ni2+

would have spin 1 instead of spin ½ of the Cu2+. However
upon growth of these structures, Boris et al found that
upon reducing the dimensionality of the LaNiO3 layer in the
heterostructures they become insulating and then
magnetic. This has sparked a fierce controversy regarding
the mechanism of the metal-insulator transition in this
material.

ABO3 Perovskites

Perovskite oxides are characterized by the formula ABO3
where the A cation is larger than the B cation. The ideal
Perovskite structure is cubic. The structure is very stable
leading to a large variety of possibilities for the A and B
cations. In practice, however, most Perovskite
compounds do not have the ideal cubic structure. The
tendency for distortion can be estimated using the
Goldschmidt tolerance factor:

! = #$%#&
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TRIUMF is positioned to solve a global
225Ac shortage

Current 225Ac sources are derived from
decades-old nuclear weapons material (233U
decay), the supply of which is limited to ~2000
patient doses per year.

Proton-spallation of thorium on TRIUMF’s 500
MeV cyclotron could produce enough 225Ac to
support routine 225Ac-PSMA therapies and
enable development of other 225Ac-
radiopharmaceuticals.

TRIUMF’s 500 MeV Isotope Production Facility 225Ac must be purified from other 
co-produced radionuclides

Andrew K. H. Robertson1,2, Cornelia Hoehr1,3, Andrew Lobbezoo4, Louis Moskven5, Valery Radchenko1, Hua Yang1, Stefan Zeisler1, and Paul Schaffer1,6
1TRIUMF Life Sciences, 2UBC Physics & Astronomy, 3UVic Physics & Astronomy, 4McMaster Mechanical Engineering, 5TRIUMF Applied Technology Group, 6UBC Radiology

225Ac production at TRIUMF’s 500 MeV Isotope Production Facility

A patient with stage 4 prostate cancer who went into complete
remission after receiving a drug containing 225Ac bound to a
peptide called prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA).

225Ac has shown remarkable ability to 
treat late stage cancers

Safe 225Ac-production targets must hermetically seal a 
thorium foil during irradiation with 480 MeV protons

§ Located at the end of beamline 
1A (BL1A)

§ 450-480 MeV, 60-110 µA

§ Under-utilized legacy facility 
that can be operated without 
affecting other TRIUMF users

§ Potential for >1 Ci/week of 225Ac

500 MeV Isotope Production 
Facility

Thermal analysis of the target during irradiation shows 
that typical BL1A operating parameters, will not result in 

a failure of the hermetic seal.

Elements with isotopes that must be removed from the 225Ac
product.

TRIUMF-developed chemical process for purification of 225Ac
from an irradiated thorium target.
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Figure 1: Interaction of Alpha-, beta- and Auger 
emissions with DNA

Radiolabeling results with pypa attached to PSMA targeting peptidomimetic (Glu-urea-Lys) with 177Lu (left) and 
SPECT/CT images with radiolabeled 177Lu-pypa-C7-PSMAureido (right).

Production and application of therapeutic radionuclides at TRIUMF

Motivation:
• Targeted Radionuclide Therapy (TRT) is an

efficient therapy option when other treatment
options failed (surgery and chemotherapy) e.g. in
cases of multiple metastases.

• Several decays can be utilized for TRT, including
alpha-, beta-particles, as well as Auger electrons
which can travel different distances.

Theranostic: 177Lu, 44Sc, 111In
Isotopes: TRIUMF (TR-13) and commercially
available

Applications: In vitro and in vivo evaluation of novel
radiopharmaceuticals which consist of a carefully
designed new chelator conjugated to a known
and/or new bio-targeting vector.

Outlook
• TRIUMF actively use available infrastructure 

and expertise for producing of several 
promising isotopes for TRT.

• Active Collaboration work on production and 
further applications of produced radionuclides

• Enable unique training platform for 
radionuclide production, radiochemistry and 
application of radiopharmaceuticals

Therapeutic alphabet of TRIUMF

TRIUMF have several unique facilities that can 
be utilized for production of therapeutic 
isotopes for TRT.
Existing:
TR-13, ISAC, BL1A
Future:
AREIL, IAMI (TR-24)

Therapeutic program at TRIUMF 
(production and application) 

TRIUMF actively utilize s production and 

radiochemistry processing facilities to make 

available unique therapeutic radionuclides to 

our local, national and international 

collaborators. 

§ Alpha emitters: 225Ac/213Bi 
225Ac/213Bi can be produced in ISAC, Th 
spallation and from 229Th (in collaboration with 
CNL) for novel chelation.

§ Auger emitters 119Sb, 197Hg. 165Er, 111In, 
67Ga, 125I 

Produciton:TR-13, ISAC, BL1A , commercially 
available

Application: Chelation, microdosimetry

Pouget J.-P. et al. (2011) Clinical radioimmunotherapy—the 
role of radiobiology, Nat. Rev. Clin. Oncol. 
doi:10.1038/nrclinonc.2011.160
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System xC
- as a molecular target for oxidative stress PET imaging in breast cancer models 

System xC
- as a marker of 

oxidative stress (OS)
System xC

- is a Na+-independent amino
acid transporter of cystine and glutamate

System xC
- provides cysteine for the

synthesis of major cellular antioxidant
glutathione (GSH)
• Low basal expression in healthy tissues,

upregulated under OS & in many
cancers

System xC
- is a promising cancer imaging

biomarker and therapeutic target
•Targeting system xC

- has been shown to
slow tumor growth and enhanced
chemotherapy response

Results
§ TNBC tumours demonstrated the highest xCT

expression and highest tracer uptake in vivo (Fig. 3)
§ [18F]FASu uptake correlated directly with mRNA

(SLC7A11) and protein levels of xCT (Fig. 4)
§ mRNA expression, glutathione and [18F]FASu uptake

after OS induction (Fig. 5)
§No differences were found in the tracer uptake before

and after radiotherapy (10 Gy dose) to the tumour.
§Image contrast was seemingly improved post-

radiotherapy (Fig. 6)

Summary
§ [18F]FASu evaluated as a system xC

-

radiopharmaceutical for detection of triple-negative
breast cancer

§ [18F]FASu uptake correlated with transporter protein
expression

§ Fluctuations in system xC
− activity correlated with

changes in intracellular antioxidant and reactive
oxygen species levels.

§ Work is underway to establish if tracer uptake in
irradiated tumours reflects transporter expression
levels

§ [18F]FASu might be useful in assessing tumour
heterogeneity in vivo.

[18F]FASu as a novel system xC
-

specific tracer
§ [18F]FASu is a structural analogue of cysteine
§ In vivo accumulation demonstrated in pre-clinical

xenografts of lymphoma (EL4), ovarian (SKOV3),
prostate (PC-3), lung (A549) and three different
breast cancer xenografts (MDA-MB-231, MCF-7
and ZR-75-1)

Note: Aggressive triple-negative breast cancer
(TNBC) subtype is associated with high oxidative
stress levels.

Hypothesis
• [18F]FASu can be used as a gauge to monitor

system xC
- activity in response to oxidative stress

fluctuations in breast cancer.

Figure 2. Structures of cystine & [18F]fluoro aminosuberic acid

Objectives
§ Demonstrate that system xC

- activity can be
directly monitored by measuring [18F]FASu uptake.
§ Establish correlation between [18F]FASu uptake

and mRNA, transporter protein and glutathione
(GSH) levels in TNBC cells.
§Monitor changes in system xC

- activity in response
to radiation induced oxidative stress in vitro and in
vivo.

Figure 1. System xC
- is a biomarker of cellular OS. 

Figure 4. siRNA knockdown experiments. (B) [18F]FASu uptake in MDA-MB-
231 cells, (C) Western blot showing xCT and actin expression in MDA-MB-
231 cells.

Figure 3. (A) mRNA expression in vitro, (B) mRNA expression in vivo, 
and (C) xCT protein expression levels

Figure 6. Biodistribution and imaging data before and after radiation 
therapy in tumored mice.

Figure 5. (A) Relative SLC7A11 (xCT mRNA) expression levels, (B) 
[18F]FASu uptake, (C) Glutathione levels, and (D) Reactive oxygen species 
(ROS) levels in cells with induced OS.
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Billion-fold increase in sensitivity of NMR resonances of NMR
Mg2+ ions in solution recorded using a specialized version of
NMR spectroscopy known as β-NMR.

31Mg β-NMR and 25Mg NMR of MgCl2 in EMIM-Ac and EMIM-DCA

β-detected Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (β-NMR) Spectroscopy at TRIUMF

β-NMR in Life Sciences
TRIUMF’s Life Sciences has pioneered the use of
β-NMR in applications to the characterization of
the role of different metal ions in living systems,
such as DNA, RNA, DNA or beta-amyloid. In β-
NMR, a radioactive isotopes are incorporated
into a biomolecule’s structure to act as an
incredibly sensitive built-in probe transmitting
otherwise unattainable information. This is done
through the beam implantation of radioactive
isotopes, including 31Mg, into solutions of target
molecules.

Over the past 3 years, TRIUMF has not only
pioneered technology that overcame this barrier,
but also carried out first experiments on liquids
and biological samples, moving from proof-of-
feasibility to first applications:
§ 2017: first ever β-NMR signals originating from

oxygen and nitrogen coordinating Mg2+ in
typical Mg complexes, were recorded illustrating
that β-NMR can in fact discriminate between
different structures.

§ 2018: first β-NMR measurements were carried
out on Mg coordinating to ATP- the molecular
energy currency of life. This achievement
marked a milestone in applications of β-NMR
into biologically relevant samples, and opened
new opportunities in the fields of biology,
chemistry and medicine.
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A schematic view of the β-NMR spectrometer 
located in the ISAC facility at TRIUMF.

Research highlights:
§ D. Szunyogh et al. Dalton Trans. 2018, 47, 14431-

14435.
§ R. McFadden et al. JPS Conf. Proc. 2018, 21, 

011047.
§ M. Stachura et al. Hyperfine Interact. 2017, 238, 32.

Although β-NMR spectroscopy has been applied
to nuclear physics and condensed matter over the
past five decades, its applications to biology,
chemistry and medicine are still fairly uncommon
mainly due to technical difficulties in maintaining
liquid samples under high vacuum.

β-NMR Property NMR

~ 2 FWHM (ppm) ~ 200 

3.41 Magnetic Field (T) 11.7

22 Temperature (°C) 72

2-4 Sample volume (mL) 550

20 min Time of meas. 72 hours



Classical Novae

Cataclysmic binary systems such as classical
novae and X-ray bursts are the most frequently
occurring explosive events in our Galaxy, thus
providing an important research environment.
One differentiates between two main classes:

§ Oxygen-neon (ONe) novae (T~0.2GK)

§ Carbon-oxygen (CO) novae (T~0.4GK)

H-rich material from a main sequence star is
accreted on the surface of a white-dwarf (WD)
star and mixes with heavier material present
on the WD star. This leads to a thermonuclear
runaway, and an explosive mass ejection at
periodicities of 104-105 yr.

Annika Lennarz for the DRAGON collaboration 
TRIUMF 

Schematic of the DRAGON recoil spectrometer with a length of 
21m from gas target to final focus.

Nuclear Astrophysics with DRAGON – Investigating nucleosynthesis in classical novae via the 
38K(p,g)39Ca and 19Ne(p,g)20Na reactions

Detector of Recoils And Gammas
Of Nuclear Reactions
The DRAGON recoil spectrometer is the
world’s leading facility for performing direct
measurements of radiative capture reaction
cross sections by using radioactive ion
beams (RIBs). These reactions drive
nucleosynthesis in quiescent and exotic
stellar scenarios such as classical novae, X-
ray bursts, supernovae and red giant stars.

38K(p,g)39Ca
This reaction affects isotopic abundances of Ar,
K and Ca, in classical novae and have already
been observed in nova ejecta. Large abundance
variations result from uncertainties in the
38K(p,g)39Ca reaction, which was recently
measured for the very first time at DRAGON.

SUMMARY
§ The 38K(p,g)39Ca experiment is the highest mass RIB

measurement of a radiative capture reaction to date.
§ The wg of a key resonance (Ec.m. = 679 keV) was measured for

the first time and upper limits for 2 others were obtained.
§ Rate uncertainties were reduced by 2 orders of magnitude.
§ Ec.m. and wg (17+7

-5 meV) of the dominating resonance (458+5
-2

keV) in 19Ne(p,g)20Na were measured in inverse kinematics.
§ The now well constrained rate explains the scarcity of observed

19F in nova ejecta.

Top: Illustration of classical nova formation. [Nature News &
Views Sept. 2017]. Bottom: Classical nova remnant
[NASA/Chandra].

Top: MCP versus separator TOF for each energy used in the
experiment. Bottom: Contributions of l=0 resonances to the
38K(p,g)39Ca reaction rate [G. Lotay, G. Christian et al., PRL
116, 132701 (2016)].

Top: DE-E spectrum in the IC. 20Na recoils are highlighted in red. Bottom: Rate
contribution of the 456 keV resonance [Wilkinson et al. PRL119, 272901 (2017)].

§ Windowless gas target
§ High-efficiency BGO g-detector array
§ MEME mass separator
§ Recoil detection system
§ Beam suppression factor 1015 - 1017

19Ne(p,g)20Na
This reaction plays a crucial role in ONe novae as it bypasses
the synthesis of the only stable fluorine isotope, 19F, and
provides an important link between the hot CNO-cycle and the
rp-process in type I X-ray bursts.



Beam composition was identified separately at TITAN’s new
MR-TOF-MS using time-of-flight techniques and at the ISAC
yield station through particle spectroscopy.

Ti half-life and activity were fit while 51Sc (mother) & 52-54V
(daughter) values were taken from the ENSDF database [7].
Half-lives obtained using β-decay data agree within uncertainty
from literature values, except in the case of 54Ti.
Previous studies of 54Ti measured:

t1/2 = 2.1 ± 1.0 s [8]
t1/2 = 1.5 ± 0.4 s [9]

a deviation of 6σ from our results.

In addition to this finding, low statistics ! data hint to the
possibility of new ! lines not previously documented.

Evolution of the N=32 shell closure in neutron-rich Ti & V isotopes

Nuclear structure in exotic isotopes

A striking example of quantum behaviour in the nucleus are the nuclear
shells, the effects of which are seen in increased nuclear stability at well-
known magic numbers of protons and neutrons. Far from the valley of
stability nuclear shells have been seen to evolve; established magic
numbers disappear and new ones appear due to the changing nuclear
structure. This can directly affect nuclear properties like mass, nucleon
separation energy and half-life.

A new shell at N = 32 has been observed in Ca and Sc isotopes [1][2][3]. The
half-lives of 51-54Ti were measured at the ISAC Yield Station. In addition, the
beam composition and masses of Ti and V were measured with the new
TITAN MR-TOF-MS (multi-reflection time-of-flight mass spectrometer) [4][5].

Ti half-life measurements

Summary

E. Dunling1, 2, I. Dillmann1, 3, A.A. Kwiatkowski1, 3, P. Kunz1, the Beam Delivery group, TRILIS collaborators & the TITAN collaboration.
1 TRIUMF, 4004 Wesbrook Mall, Vancouver, BC, Canada 2 Department of Physics, University of York, York, United Kingdom 3 Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Victoria, Victoria, BC, Canada

! detector
A retractable 
High-Purity 
Germanium 
detector was 
used for γ-decay 
spectroscopy.

[1] D. Steppenbeck et al., PRL 114, 252501 (2015).
[2] A. T. Gallant et al., PRL 109, 032506 (2012).
[3] F. Wienholtz et al., Nature 346, 498 (2013).

[4] E. Leistenschneider et al., PRL 120, 062503 (2018).
[5] M. P. Reiter et al., PRC 98, 024310  (2018).
[6] P. Kunz et al., RSI 85, 053305 (2014).

[7] M. R. Bhat et al., IAEA-NDS, Ch. 7 (2017).
[8] H. L. Crawford et al., PRC 82, 014311 (2010).
[9] T. Dörfler et al., PRC 54, 2894 (1996).

Half-lives of 51-54Ti isotopes
measured via " counting at the
Yield Station show a discrepancy
in 54Ti t1/2 from literature values.
Masses of 51-55Ti & 52-55V were
measured at TITAN.

In 54Ti, where the nucleus has 22
protons and 32 neutrons, the half-
life & S2n surfaces demonstrate its
transitional role in the N=32 shell
quenching.

A dedicated ! spectroscopy
experiment, for example at
GRIFFIN, could help elucidate the
nuclear structure.

The half-life surface reveals a change in behaviour in 
Ca and Sc approaching the N=32 shell which is 

otherwise smooth in comparison to other isotope 
chains. The new t1/2 discrepancy in 54Ti demonstrates 

the transitional nature of Ti in this shell evolution.

Evolution of the N=32 shell closure is observed in 
the two-neutron separation energy (S2n) values 

around N=32 where Ca and Sc show strong shell 
effects which quench in V; an increased magicity

is indicated in the transitional isotope Ti. 

Isotope t1/2 ENDSF t1/2 TRIUMF
51Ti 345.6(6) s 337(45) s
52Ti 102(6) s 102(11) s
53Ti 32.7(9) s 32(3) s
54Ti 2.1(10) s 9(1) s

The author would like to thank supporters of this work: Canadian agencies NSERC and CFI, U.S.A. NSF (grant PHY-1419765), Brazil’s CNPq (grant 249121/2013-1), United Kingdom’s STFC (grants ST/L005816/1 and 
ST/L005743/1), German institutions DFG (grants FR 601/3-1 and SFB1245), BMBF (grants 05P15RDFN1 and 05P12RGFN8), HMWK (grant VH-VI-417), the JLU-GSI partnership, the Helmholtz Association through NAVI 
and the Canada-UK Foundation. TRIUMF receives federal funding via NRC.

RFQ
Accumulate, cool, 
bunch beam.

MR-TOF-MS
Beam bounces 
between mirrors for 
high-sensitivity mass 
measurements.
#
$ = &(( − (*),

MPET
High-accuracy penning 
trap mass spectrometry.

2./0 =
$
#1

CPET
Cooler penning 
trap. (not used)

EBIT
Charge breeder. 
(not used)

ISAC Yield Station [6]

TITAN

ISAC RIB

" detectors
Plastic Scintillator 
detectors arranged around 
the implantation location 
were used to count "
emissions.

IS
AC

 R
IB

Aluminized Mylar tape
Radioactive ion beam from 
ISAC is implanted into 
tape for ~10 t1/2. Following 
the accumulation there is a 
decay period for data 
collection.

51Ti 52Ti

53Ti 54Ti

Results
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Ab initio theory for reactions important for astrophysics: Study of A=7 systems

Motivations

We investigate the A=7 systems using chiral
nucleon-nucleon interactions within the ab initio
No-Core Shell Model with Continuum (NCSMC),
a method providing a unified description of
bound nuclear states, resonances and
scattering states.

Theory

Spectrum of resonances

SummaryAstrophysics

Matteo Vorabbi1, Petr Navratil1, Sofia Quaglioni2, Guillaume Hupin3
1TRIUMF, 2LLNL, 3CNRS

In the present work we applied the ab initio
NCSMC method to analyze the 7Be and 7Li
systems over a wide range of energies,
considering all binary mass partitions. We
correctly reproduce known bound and resonant
states and predict several new resonances of
both parities. We do not find any new
resonances in 7Be and 7Li close to the p+6Li
and n+6Li thresholds, respectively. However,
we predict a 1/2+ S-wave resonance in 7Be
close to the 6He+p threshold that can be
investigated at the TRIUMF DRAGON and/or
TUDA facilities. In the future we plan to
complete our analysis including the coupling
between different mass partitions and by
including the three-nucleon interactions.

Our calculated astrophysical S factors for the
3He(4He,g)7Be and 3H(4He,g)7Li reactions,
dominated by the E1 transitions, agree
reasonably well with the experimental data in a
wide range of energies and provide
extrapolated values at the lowest energies.

Contrary to the Lanzhou experiment, we do not
find any resonance in S-wave nor in other
partial waves near the p+6Li threshold. Our
predicted 6Li(p,g)7Be S-factor is non-resonant
and smooth at low energies. On the other
hand, we predict a pronounced S-wave
resonance in 7Li near the 6He+p threshold that
results in a sharp peak in our predicted S-
factor for the 6He(p,g)7Li capture reaction. Its
possible implications for astrophysics, if any,
remain to be investigated.
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The A=7 systems, in particular 7Be and 7Li, play
an important role in nuclear astrophysics as well
as in fusion energy experiments. 3He(4He,g)7Be
and 3H(4He,g)7Li radiative capture reactions are
crucial for the determination of the primordial 7Li
abundance in the universe and for predicting the
correct fraction of pp-chain branches resulting
in 7Be versus 8B neutrinos. Measuring these
reactions at the very low solar energies required
for astrophysics models is extremely challenging
due to the suppression of the reaction likely
caused by the Coulomb repulsion between the
reactants. Consequently, a predictive theoretical
description is needed to reliably guide the
extrapolation of higher-energy experimental data
down to the desired solar values.

A recent experimental investigation of the
6Li(p,g)7Be capture reaction at Lanzhou hinted at
a possible resonant enhancement of this cross
section near the threshold. If real, it would have
consequences for nuclear astrophysics. A new
experiment is in progress at LUNA. A theoretical
investigation of S-wave resonances in 7Be is
then called for. Furthermore, the 6Li(n,3He)4He
resonant reaction is important for tritium
breeding at facilities dedicated to demonstrating
fusion energy generation with deuterium-tritium
fuel such as ITER. The 3He(4He,g)7Be reaction
and the 3He+ 4He scattering process have been
investigated at TRIUMF DRAGON facility with
the latter measurements currently being
analyzed to benchmark theoretical predictions.
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We have studied the 7Be and 7Li nuclei within 
the ab initio NCSMC analyzing all binary mass 
partitions. Our calculations reproduce all the 
experimentally known resonances as well as 
the two bound states fairly well and in the 
exact order. Moreover, we predict several new 
negative and positive parity resonances, 
showing a possible richer structure for both 
7Li and 7Be with consequences for nuclear 
reactions in these systems.
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Figure 1: Plan view of EMMA. The TIGRESS gamma-ray spectrometer is shown around the target.

Commissioning of the EMMA recoil mass spectrometer

What is EMMA?

The Electromagnetic Mass Analyser 
(EMMA) is a recoil mass spectrometer 
located in the ISAC-II facility at TRIUMF. 
EMMA uses a series of electrostatic and 
magnetic field elements  to separate the 
products of nuclear reactions, and to 
disperse those products onto the focal 
plane according to their mass/charge 
(m/q) ratio. 

Summary
The acceptances that characterize the 

EMMA spectrometer’s performance have 
been mapped as a function of m/q, E, and 
angle.

EMMA has been demonstrated to suppress 
beam and effectively identify recoils in both 
fusion evaporation and radiative capture 
reactions.

The first TIGRESS + EMMA experiments 
will  run in Spring 2019.

Fusion evaporation test
One of the main science programs envisaged 
for EMMA is to measure fusion evaporation 
reactions. We have conducted a test to 
demonstrate EMMA’s capability in identifying 
heavy ion residues produced from fusion 
evaporation reactions using both stable and 
radioactive ion beams.

This test involved impinging stable and 
radioactive ²³‚²⁴Na beams onto a natural Cu 
target and setting EMMA to transmit m/q = 
82/11 recoils to the focal plane. The PGAC 
spectra shown in Fig 4 demonstrate that we are 
able to clearly identify the products.

m/q acceptance and dispersion
The m/q acceptance and dispersion were 
measured using an alpha source. As shown in 
Fig 2 (top) the expected mass acceptance of +/- 
3.5% is observed. The mass/charge dispersion 
i.e. the displacement of ions at the focal plane 
vs m/q deviation is shown in Fig 2 (bottom). 
This again matches design expectations, with a 
measured dispersion of 10 mm / %.

Radiative capture test
The beam suppression capabilities of EMMA 
were put to the test in a radiative capture 
measurement of p(²⁰Ne,γ))²¹Na. ²¹Na recoils 
were successfully distinguished from the 
unreacted beam.

Figure 2: Plots of 
the transmission vs 
m/q deviation (top) 
and the m/q 
dispersion (bottom). 
Note, this data was 
acquired with no 
restricting aperture.

Mapping transport efficiencies

The transport efficiencies of EMMA were 
mapped as a function of energy and angle of 
the transmitted ions in a series of in-beam and 
alpha source measurements. The energy 
transmission was measured by purposefully 
mistuning the energy setting of the 
spectrometer with respect to the energy of 
incoming ions and alpha particles, while the 
angular acceptance was constrained with the 
various apertures listed in the table below:

These measurements were compared with ion 
optical calculations to asses the performance 
of the spectrometer vs design expectations. 
The obtained results will be used to derive 
transmission efficiencies for arbitrary recoil 
kinematic distributions 

Figure 4: PGAC position spectra of fusion evaporation residues 
produced by a 24Na beam impinged onto a natCu target. 

Figure 3 Plots showing the transport efficiency of 
EMMA vs energy for several entrance apertures. 

This work is supported by the National Research Council and 
National Science and Engineering Council of Canada



Waiting points

R. Dunlop for the GRIFFIN Collaboration
University of Guelph, Guelph, Ontario

Half-lives of Neutron-Rich 130Cd and 131In Measured with GRIFFIN

Conclusion
The systematic discrepancy between experiment and
shell model calculations for the half-lives of the N = 82
isotopes below 132Sn has been resolved with new
measurements of the half-life of 130Cd. However, a
new discrepancy exists for the half-life of 131In, which
was not resolved with a new measurement, and
consequently its source needs to be examined further.

Shell-model calculations [1] for the waiting-point
nuclei near the N = 82 neutron shell closure have
been performed by adjusting the quenching of the
Gamow–Teller (GT) operator to reproduce the 130Cd
half-life reported in Ref. [2] of 162(7) ms and were
known to yield systematically large (33%) values for
the half-lives of other nuclei in the region.

The r-process
The rapid-neutron-capture (r)-process is
responsible for the creation of approximately half
of the isotopes heavier than iron. In hot, neutron-
rich environments, the formation of a (n,γ) ⇔ (γ,n)
reaction equilibrium occurs, resulting in an
accumulation of matter at specific isotopes. The
rate of the r-process flow between elemental
chains is then determined by the half-lives of
these so-called “waiting-point” nuclei.

The r-process and mechanism showing how a “waiting-point”
determines the flow between elemental chains

GRIFFIN
GRIFFIN is a new spectrometer comprised of 16
high-efficiency HPGe clovers located in the
ISAC-I experimental hall at TRIUMF. This state-
of-the-art spectrometer has a γ-ray photo peak
efficiency of approximately 17% at 1 MeV and
can be coupled with a suite of auxiliary β,
conversion electron and neutron detector
arrays.
Nuclei in the neutron-rich Cd-In-Sn region have
complicated decay chains due to the presence
of many β-decaying isomers and significant β-
delayed neutron branching ratios. Using a high-
efficiency γ-ray spectrometer such as GRIFFIN,
one can gate on the γ-rays from the decay of
interest and suppress much of this unwanted
background.

(top) The GRIFFIN HPGe Array at TRIUMF-ISAC.
(bottom) Schematic of a high-efficiency GRIFFIN HPGe Clover.

130Cd Experiment
Our measured half-life for 130Cd [3], along with a
measurement of 127(2) ms from EURICA [4],
results in a new GT quenching factor (33%
smaller), resolving the systemically large half-
lives for the N = 82 nuclei below 130Cd. This
creates a new calculated half-life discrepancy
for 131In (36% too large). A beam of 131In was
delivered to GRIFFIN in order to investigate this
discrepancy.

A portion of the β-gated γ-ray energy spectrum for the 130Cd
experiment. The strongest peaks in the spectrum are
labeled. γ-rays following the β decay of 130In are labeled with
*.

Sum of the 451, 1170, and 1669 keV γ-ray time distributions.
These γ-rays are emitted from excited states in 130In following
the β-decay of 130Cd.

131In Experiment
There are three known β decaying states of 131In with
very similar half-lives. Thus, it is important to have
thorough knowledge of the level scheme in order to
select the characteristic γ-rays emitted following the β
decay of a specific state of 131In.

The time distributions of the characteristic γ-rays following the decay
of the three isomers of 131In. These γ-rays are emitted from excited
states in 131Sn following the β-decay of 131In.

The measured half-lives [5] using GRIFFIN are
consistent with the previous measurements
performed of 280(30), 350(50) and 320(60) ms [6],
respectively. Each of these half-lives is significantly
longer than the 191 ms predicted by the shell model.
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Fig.1. Comparison of neutrino floors for Xenon and Argon-
based experiments, for constant numbers of neutrinos

The Neutrino Floor in Dark Matter Direct Search Experiments: The Impact of Detector 
Properties and of Model Uncertainties

The neutrino floor typically shown in papers
is computed for a liquid xenon time-
projection chamber, using a Maxwellian
speed distribution for the Dark Matter in the
Milky Way. Although it represents a good
estimation, it is of insufficient precision
when good predictions for specific
experiments are needed. In this work, the
objective is threefold:

I. To study the impact of detector
properties on the neutrino floor.

II. To show how uncertainties on neutrino
fluxes and on the distribution of dark
matter in our vicinity impacts predictions

III. To find out the maximum scale for a dark
matter search experiment that would
probe just shy of the neutrino floor

Impact of Detector Properties
The number of dark matter and neutrino events
and their energy distribution depend highly on
multiple detector properties. We focused here on
detector material, energy threshold, efficiency
and electron recoil rejection efficiency.

§ We focused on the comparison between Argon 
and Xenon-based detectors.

§ We considered neutrino-induced electron 
recoils and coherent neutrino-nuclei scattering 
in the computation of the neutrino floor.

§ We find that argon detectors have a lower floor 
for higher WIMP masses.

In Conclusion…
§ Detector properties have a major impact on the

neutrino floor and argon-based detectors have a
lower neutrino floor at for higher WIMP masses

§ Model uncertainties result in an uncertainty of
the order of up to 30-50% on the neutrino floor.

§ The anisotropy of the dark matter velocity
distribution has little impact of the neutrino floor.

Neutrino Floor Definition
The neutrino floor consists of a value of the 

interaction cross-section below which it would be 
statistically challenging to detect a dark matter 

signal because of the dominance of neutrino 
events in the detector.

The confidence level can be given by the ratio of 
the likelihoods of the two hypotheses:

§ No dark matter/neutrino only hypothesis
§ Dark matter and neutrino hypothesis

Neutrino and DM Distribution
Uncertainties
The sources of model uncertainties considered in this
work are uncertainties in:

§ The solar model to predict solar neutrino fluxes

§ The neutrino flavor oscillation parameters

§ Models to predict fluxes of atmospheric and
DSNB neutrinos

§ SHM parameters :

DM in Disequilibrium
Recent astrophysical observations suggest that a
recent merger in our galaxy’s history might have left
the dark matter in our vicinity in disequilibrium. It
could therefore have a highly anisotropic velocity
distribution, making the use of the standard halo
model a bad approximation. We studied the impact of
using the dark matter velocity distribution inferred
from recent GAIA data to evaluate the neutrino floor.

Xenon Argon
A / Z 131.293 u / 54 39.948 u / 18
ER rejection 
efficiency ~103 >108

Fig.2. Estimation of the uncertainty on the neutrino floor when 
considering all uncertainties on the models predicting neutrino and 
dark matter distributions and fluxes
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Fig.3. Heliocentric speed distribution for the standard halo 
model and from a model derived from GAIA data 

Fig.4. Impact of the anisotropy of dark matter inferred from 
GAIA data on floor for an Argon detector



Characterization and development of a new Silicon Photomultiplier with high UV sensitivity for light 
detection application

G. Gallina*°, F. Retière*, F. Edalatfar*, P. Margetak*, P. Giampa*, M. Ward*
*TRIUMF, °UBC 

Silicon Photomultipliers (SiPMs) are ideally
for the detection of single photons in liquid
Xenon and liquid Argon. They have been
chosen by the nEXO collaboration
because they combine good efficiency
(>15% at 175nm) with very low
radioactivity. The development of SIPM
with good efficiency in the deep ultra-
violet (UV) range (120-350nm) is being
driven by few physics experiments. Our
aim is to develop a new generation of
SiPMs with a very high efficiency (> 50%)
in the deep UV range and possibly visible
and near infra-red range.

SUMMARY

We are developing a new generation of VUV
SiPMs with a very high efficiency in deep UV
(>50%) for operation in Liquid Argon and Liquid
Xenon. Possible other applications of this
technology are: LIDAR technology such as ADAS
(Advanced Driver Assistance Systems), gesture
recognition, 3D mapping and medical imaging
(Positron Emission Tomography (PET) therapy).
The presented project is part of an international
physics collaboration called nEXO for the
discovery of the double beta decay.

Photon Detection Efficiency of the Actual generation of VUV
SiPM developed by Hamamatsu Photonics VUV4 (2 devices
tested: VUV D1, VUV D2) and Fondazione Bruno Kessler
(FBK LF)

Active
region

Photon

Primary Pulse

Reflection

Carrier
production
and diffusion

CT-P CT-D

DN

General structure of a SiPM with highlighted two of the
three main sources of noise: DN (Dark Noise), CT-P and
CT-D (Prompt Cross talk and Delayed Crosstalk).

New TRIUMF VUV Reflectivity Setup that will be used 
to identify and develop the Anti Reflective Coating of 
the new VUV SiPM

Measurements performed on the Hamamatsu VUV4 SiPM in order to characterize the three main Noise sources of 
SiPM: Dark Noise, Cross Talk and After Pulse 

The actual generation of VUV SiPM is characterized
by a low PDE in VUV range (<25%). We are
developing new tools to understand and characterize
the main quantities that drive SiPM Efficiency in VUV
like photon Transmittance and Avalanche triggering
probability. We are also investigating the origin of the
SiPM Noise sources like Dark Noise, After Pulse and
Crosstalk.
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Relative contribution of electron and hole avalanche
triggering probabilities measured with different
wavelengths for the Hamamatsu VUV4 SiPM

We have measured and characterized the best
VUV devices. The actual generation of VUV SiPMs
has a negligible Dark Noise Rate at Liquid Argon
and Liquid Xenon temperatures. Afterpulse and
Crosstalk instead affect device performances
independently from the temperature. These two
aspects will be strongly addressed during the
design stage of the first TRIUMF VUV SiPM..

Example of SiPM structure. In figure KETEK SiPM



A Tale of Two Detectors – Design & Construction of Radial TPC and Barrel Veto for ALPHA-g

A Study in Antimatter Gravity 

To measure gravitational interaction,
a tracking detector capable of
vertexing the matter-antimatter
annihilation points is essential. The
radial TPC was chosen for this role,
as it offers a robust and inexpensive
detector with sufficient resolution
and response time for the
experiment.

To improve efficiency, the Barrel Veto
detector was designed to provide
both cosmic rejection capability and
act as readout trigger. It is made by
arranging 64 trapezoidal scintillator
bars in a circular array, and read out
by silicon photomultiplier chips at
both ends.

Design

The ALPHA-g detectors are being commissioned at
CERN. First tracks from antiproton annihilations
were observed on Oct. 31 (see above). Further
improvements will be made during the CERN
shutdown, and the experiment will resume when
the antiproton beam is back in 2021, so stay tuned!

Status and Prospect

Gravity is one of the four basic forces in
Nature; while there are a number of indirect
arguments against gravitational asymmetry
between matter and antimatter, there has
been no direct measurement. The goal of
ALPHA-g, a new project by CERN’s ALPHA
collaboration, is to make a precision
measurement of gravitational force on
antimatter atoms.

P. Lu,1 P.-A. Amaudruz,1 D. Bishop,1 M. C. Fujiwara,1 R. Henderson,1 L. Kurchaninov,1 A. Capra,1 J. Coffery,1,* D. R. Gill,1 S. Freeman,1,* M. Grant,1,*

L. Martin,1 N. Massacret,1 M. Mathers,2,* S. Menary,2 V. Mitchell,1,* I. Nikonov,1 K. Olchanski,1 D. Starko,2,* J. Thompson,2,* D. Wong,1,* and E. Zaid1,*

1TRIUMF, 2York University

Insertion of combined radial TPC and Barrel Veto detectors 
into the solenoid magnet

64 scintillator bars making up the Barrel Veto

2 x 256 wires making up the TPC Completed radial TPC

Completed Barrel Veto detector

Both detectors were designed and built by TRIUMF’s
Science and Technology Department. The Department’s
Detector Group designed, fabricated, and assembled
the detectors and its gas handling and negative pressure
water cooling subsystems. The DAQ and Electronics
groups designed and produced readout electronics,
firmware, as well as control systems and interfaces.

Construction

Antiproton annihilation tracks detectedSimulated electron drift for rTPC design



SuperCDMS Technology
Cryogenic Ge and Si detectors are operated

at ~30 mK to measure the lattice vibrations

(phonons) and free charges produced by

particle interactions.

Setup at SNOLAB

Detectors are mounted in groups of six onto a

structure for mechanical, thermal and electrical

connection (“tower”). Four towers will be

mounted inside a cryostat, surrounded by

shielding material.

R. Underwood1,2, W. Rau1, S. Oser1,3, B. von Krosigk1,3, T. Lindner1, B. Smith1, W. Page1,3, A. Li1,3, E. Michielin1,3, L. Bezerra1,3

1. TRIUMF, 2. Queen's University, 3. UBC

Expected sensitivity of different detector types in
SuperCDMS SNOLAB. This experiment excels at
low masses

SuperCDMS SNOLAB and CUTE: The Future of Cryogenic Dark Matter Search in Canada

Abstract:
The Super Cryogenic Dark Matter Search
(SuperCDMS) uses cryogenic germanium
and silicon semiconductor detectors in a
low background environment to search for
dark matter. The next generation of the
experiment, along with the Cryogenic
Underground Test Facility (CUTE), are
under construction at SNOLAB. Improved
detectors and lower background make it
possible to test unexplored parameter
space for dark matter interactions.

Project Status
SuperCDMS is under construction at SNOLAB. Major parts

of the infrastructure are provided through Canadian funding

and the experiment is expected to start operations in 2020.

The Data Acquisition system (DAQ) is being developed by

UBC / TRIUMF. The new SuperCDMS group at TRIUMF

plays a leading role in the design and construction of a well

shielded Cryogenic Underground TEst facility (CUTE)
.

CUTE at SNOLAB

CUTE can hold one tower and will be used to test

SuperCDMS detectors starting in 2019. It provides a low

background and protects the detectors from cosmogenic

activation during testing. Early dark matter searches may be

possible.

Conclusion
Thanks to the very low energy threshold that can

be achieved using cryogenic detectors, Super-

CDMS will be a leading experiment in the search

for low-mass dark matter particles. The construc-

tion of SuperCDMS at SNOLAB is underway with

an expected start of operations in 2020. TRIUMF

is playing a vital role in the development of the

DAQ system and the new group at TRIUMF will

take a lead in the detector operation in CUTE and

the commissioning of SuperCDMS at SNOLAB.

Top: SuperCDMS SNOLAB detector (prototype).
The phonon sensors are visible as a pattern on
the surface.

Bottom: Working principle of the phonon sensors.

Experimental setup: the cryostat (centre) consists of a set of
Cu cans at different temperatures, and is surrounded by
shielding against background radiation. The innermost can
(~30 mK) holds the detector towers. Cooling is provided by a
dilution refrigerator (left) and a He-cooling loop (right).

CUTE setup: the dilution refrigerator, which has a
capacity for one SuperCDMS tower, is placed in a
drywell inside a water shielding tank.



TUCAN – A new ultracold neutron facility at TRIUMF

What is an Ultracold Neutron?

UCN are very slow neutrons with 
energies below 300 neV which interact 
with all four fundamental forces:
● polarized by magnetic fields

(60 neV/T)
● influenced by gravity (102 neV/m)
● can be trapped by material bottles
● lifetime of 880 s sets the upper limit 

for UCN trapping

We are able to set the intensity and the timing 
of the beam that goes to the UCN target by 
using a kicker magnet and deliver up to ⅓ of 
the total beam intensity towards our target.

1) A new beamline for 
fundamental neutron physics

With the new source, we will be able to 
produce 1,000,000 UCN/s as it has 100 times 
more cooling power compared to our 
prototype UCN source. 

3) Next generation TUCAN source 

The existence of a non-zero electric dipole 
moment (EDM) of the neutron would confirm 
beyond the Standard Model theories that 
provide extra sources of CP violation to 
explain the matter-antimatter asymmetry of 
the universe. 

4) The TUCAN electric dipole 
moment searchIn 2017, we successfully produced first UCN 

at TRIUMF with our prototype UCN source at 
a rate of 1500/s.

2) Prototype source for ultracold 
neutrons

Taraneh Andalib(1) and Wolfgang Schreyer(2) for the TRIUMF UltraCold Advanced Neutron (TUCAN) collaboration
(1) University of Manitoba, (2) TRIUMF
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Part of the TUCAN collaboration at TRIUMF UCN facility

Beamline 1: 480 MeV / 120 µA proton beam 
from TRIUMF’s cyclotron

Kicker magnet – flexible beam sharing
with CMMS and NIF

Beamline 1B to PIF

Septum and bender magnets
separate kicked beam

Beamline 1A
to CMMS/NIF

Beamline 1U

Beam focusing
and diagnostics

Tungsten spallation target
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